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Abstract—In many Internet-of-Things (IoT) scenarios — such
as smart home, or intelligent traffic systems — groups of
devices interact with each other. Such scenarios no longer
require encryption for individual recipients but for groups of
recipients, i.e., this is a shift towards 1-to-n and n-to-n encryption
schemes. Developers must select the scheme that (1) offers
the required functional encryption features, (2) has the non-
functional requirements best fitting the specific use case, and
(3) is the most performant in the specific group setting. In other
research domains, benchmarks help to support researchers, but
also practitioners, in the choice of the best technology for a
specific use case. However, there is no benchmark for encryption
schemes available that covers all different types of encryption
schemes, like 1-to-n and n-to-n encryption. In this paper, we
provide such a benchmark for the category of attribute-based
encryption schemes (ABE), especially focusing on the workloads,
measurement setup, metrics, requirements, and features for an at-
tribute based 1-to-n encryption scheme benchmark. Additionally,
we describe how to include n-to-n encryption schemes. Lastly,
we apply the benchmark to compare attribute-based encryption
schemes among and with n-to-n group encryption schemes. Our
result indicate that (1) our benchmark is suitable for evaluating
ABE schemes as 1-to-n and n-to-n ciphers, (2) there is no single
scheme that performs best in all scenarios and (3) with ABE
schemes extended to n-to-n encryption schemes, a combination
of constant computation times and an efficient use of broadcast is
possible, which is not the case with traditional n-to-n encryption
schemes.

Index Terms—Attribute-based Encryption, Performance

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s era of digital transformation, we are seeing the
emergence of new services and a revolution of user experi-
ence through new technologies like 5G. For example, online
platforms such as Spotify or Netflix make films and music
digitally accessible to their millions of users [1], [2]. Similar
platforms also exist in the gaming industry, for example,
where Steam or Battle.net provide video games digitally to
an audience of millions [3], [4]. Alongside this boom in
cloud applications, we are seeing the synergy of the physical
and digital worlds through the integration of billions of low-
cost Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices into physical objects.
Through these billions of IoT devices, smart applications, such
as autonomous driving cars, autonomously forming so-called
platoons exploiting slipstream effects to save energy, enhance
our everyday lives.

It is essential for all these new applications that operators
can control data provision and access privileges. Otherwise.
Game developers, for example, lose money when users access
their games without paying. In addition to such financial
losses, however, lives could also be endangered if, for the
example of self-driving cars, hackers inject false data into the
system and thereby provoke car accidents.

These services implement this form of access control using
encryption techniques. As the previous examples show, data
no longer needs to be encrypted for individual recipients but
for groups of recipients. For example, control instructions
encryption for cars driving independently in a platoon must
work not only for one platoon member but for the entire
platoon. A wide variety of 1-to-n and n-to-n encryption
schemes emerged over the years to avoid having to encrypt
the message individually for each member (1-to-1 encryption).
From this multitude of encryption schemes, developers must
select the scheme that (1) offers all the features — such as
hiding the identity of the recipient of an encrypted message [5]
— required by the specific use case, (2) whose requirements
— such as the efficient use of broadcast [6] — fit the specific
use case, and (3) is the most performant choice for the specific
use case. This choice ideal relies on the base of a benchmark
covering all types of encryption (1-to-1 [7], 1-to-n and n-to-
n) and considering not only performance but also the features
and requirements of the schemes.

However, no such all-encompassing benchmark exists in the
literature, since there are already three completely different
implementation types — centralized, decentralized, hybrid —
for the n-to-n encryption methods alone, for which no common
benchmark exists [6]. Considering the fact that encryption
schemes originally developed, for example, for 1-to-n encryp-
tion can also suit the demands for n-to-n encryption schemes
further complicates the creation of an all-encompassing bench-
mark. We envision such a benchmark and want to contribute a
first step towards its realization by creating a sub-benchmark
for the category of attribute-based encryption schemes (ABE),
which originally belong to the centralized 1-to-n encryption
schemes. Our ABE benchmark should also allow the com-
parison with centralized n-to-n encryption schemes and be
compatible with our existing benchmark for centralized n-to-n
encryption schemes [6]. More specifically, our contributions
are:

• the description of workloads, measurement setup, metrics,978-1-7281-8688-7/22/31.00 ©2022IEEE
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requirements, and features for an attribute-based 1-to-n
encryption scheme benchmark;

• extension of the attribute-based encryption scheme bench-
mark for 1-to-n encryption to n-to-n encryption;

• the benchmarking and comparison of attribute-based 1-
to-n encryption schemes with each other and n-to-n group
encryption schemes.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we show how 1-to-n encryption schemes can
be extended to n-to-n encryption schemes and introduce the
concept of ABE schemes. We then present our benchmark
for ABE schemes in Section III and apply it to state-of-
the-art ABE schemes in Section IV. We then extend our
ABE benchmark with respect to n-to-n encryption schemes in
Section V and use our extended benchmark to compare ABE
schemes with n-to-n group encryption schemes in Section
VI. Finally, we highlight the novelties of our contributions
by comparing them with related work in Section VII and
summarize our paper in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the basic concept of ABE
schemes and we show how 1-to-n encryption can be extended
to n-to-n encryption.

A. Concept of ABE Schemes

Figure 1 illustrate the concept of ABE schemes involving
four different entities, namely a cloud, an authority, a data
owner (DO) and a data user (DU) [8]. The cloud is there only
as a means of communication between the DO and DUs. Each
DU has a set of attributes, for example, in Figure 1 Bob is a
computer science student, Carl is a civil engineering student
and Alice is a teacher. Based on these attributes, the authority
creates the public and secret keys for the DO and the DUs. The
goal of ABE schemes is to enable the DO to share its encrypted
data only with DUs who have certain attributes. In the example
illustrated in Figure 1, for example, the DO wants to share its
data only with Alice and Bob, but not with Carl. To achieve
this, an access policy must allow Alice and Bob to decrypt the
data, but must not allow Carl to decrypt the data. There are
different ways for ABE schemes how to specify such an access
policy — e.g., threshold policies, AND policies, tree policies,
and the linear secret sharing scheme matrix [8]–[10]. How-
ever, all access policies represent boolean formulas. For our
example, an access policy could math the following boolean
formula: ((Name: Alice) OR (Name: Bob)). Either
the Authority must encode the policy into the secret key of
the DOs, or the DOs must encode it into the ciphertext.

In addition to the terms introduced so far, we still need to
introduce the terms attribute universe, CI, and group member
in the context of ABE schemes for the understanding of
the later sections. By attribute universe, we mean the set
of existing attributes. In our example, this set would be
{Role, Name, Degree Program}. Furthermore, we assume in
the following that the authority and the data owner are the
same entity, and we again call this entity the Central Instance,

Fig. 1: Concept of ABE schemes, illustrated in the style
of [11].

or short CI . For later comparability of ABE schemes with
n-to-n group encryption schemes, we also refer to the DOs as
group members in the following.

B. Extension from 1-to-n encryption to n-to-n encryption

In the case of 1-to-n encryption, we have n+1 communica-
tion participants. One of these participants, which we denote
as the CI , can encrypt messages in such a way that only the
remaining n participants can decrypt them. Thus, the other
n group members can receive messages from the CI , but
they can not send encrypted messages to the other participants
themselves. However, the CI can easily change this through
generating a symmetric key and sending it encrypted to the n
other participants. This way, all n+1 participants have the same
symmetric key, which they can use to send encrypted messages
to the other participants, who in turn can decrypt them. Thus,
a 1-to-n encryption becomes an n-to-n encryption. Literature
calls this approach the Simple Key Distribution Center [12].

III. ABE BENCHMARK FOR 1-TO-N ENCRYPTION

We propose in this section a benchmark for ABE
schemes used for 1-to-n encryption schemes to approach
an all-encompassing cryptography benchmark for encryption
schemes. Since we want to extend the ABE benchmark for 1-
to-n encryption schemes to n-to-n encryption schemes in the
following sections, it is important to keep the ABE benchmark
compatible to the already existing benchmark [6], which was
specifically designed for centralized n-to-n encryption schemes
and has already proven its suitability in benchmarking cen-
tralized post-quantum n-to-n encryption schemes ( [13], [14]).
Accordingly, analogous to [6], we proceed in this section in
presenting the ABE benchmark for 1-to-n encryption schemes
and (i) first define requirements and features of ABE schemes
and then present (ii) workload patterns, (iii) measurement
environments, and (iv) metrics for ABE schemes.

A. Requirements and Features

Requirements: In order to be able to extend our ABE
benchmark for 1-to-n encryption schemes to n-to-n encryption
schemes later on in such a way that it is compatible with the
benchmark for centralized n-to-n encryption schemes [6] and
and since the requirements for n-to-n encryption schemes also
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apply to 1-to-n encryption schemes, we adopt the requirements
from [6]. The requirements from [6] are namely topology and
confidentiality. Topology describes whether unicast is required
or whether broadcast is sufficient, and confidentiality whether
the content of the respective communication is confidential or
not.

Features: Analogous to the requirements, we adopt the
following features from the benchmark for n-to-n encryption
schemes [6]: group size limit, group backward, and forward
secrecy. Group size limit describes whether it is possible
for the participants of the 1-to-n communication to calculate
the corresponding parameters for groups of any size in or-
der to participate in this communication in encrypted form.
Backward/Forward secrecy describes, if members, added to or
removed from the group, do have access to data transmitted
before joining or after leaving the group. We assume that back-
ward/forward secrecy is present when the addition/revocation
of participants triggers an immediate corresponding adjust-
ment of the used keys.

To these four features we add receiver anonymity and
accountability, determined by our analysis of multiple ABE
schemes [15]–[19]. A scheme fulfills receiver anonymity if it
prohibits retrieving the recipient from an encrypted message.
For example, the scheme in [15] offers this feature, whereas
the scheme in [16] does not. Accountability describes if an
ABE scheme includes user accountability and tractability. For
example, in the ABE scheme [16], the actions of the CI are
traceable, and in the ABE scheme [17], the actions of the
users are traceable. However, there are also ABE schemes
that offer no traceability at all [16]. These two new properties
are not only interesting for 1-to-n encryption ABE encryption
schemes, but also for n-to-n encryption schemes. Even for n-
to-n encryption schemes it can be important that attackers can
not identify group members which would allow an attacker,
for example, to selectively shield individual group members
from group communication. The traceability of actions is also
important for n-to-n encryption, since traitors in the group
who pass on group messages to unauthorized persons can be
identified and removed from the group.

B. Workload Pattern

Analogous to the benchmark for n-to-n encryption
schemes [6], our workload patterns for ABE schemes also
describe group management operations (comprising group
creation and member addition/revocation) and the actual group
communication. We define them using the same notation as
in [6]. Regarding group communication, we distinguish the
CI workload patterns (see Definition 1) and member patterns
(see Definition 2).

Definition 1. WPCI,enc(N,B,A,U): The CI encrypts a mes-

sage N times, which initially consists of B Bytes, for group

members with the access policy A from the attribute universe

U using the corresponding public key.

Definition 2. WPgroup member,dec(N,B,A,U): A group mem-

ber, with the access policy A from the attribute universe U ,

decrypts a message N times, which initially consists of B
Bytes, using its private key.

Regarding group management operations, we additionally
distinguish in which phase they take place. Thus, we call the
phase in which the CI generates the public key and the secret
private keys the operational and deployment phase. Beside
group creation, we also consider the subsequent member
addition and removal. We describe the associated workloads
from the point of view of the corresponding actor, which is in
the case of ABE schemes only the CI. The reason we do not
define workloads for group members is that their only task in
group management operations is storing secret keys during the
deployment phase. This storage operation is negligible in our
opinion. Definition 3 and 4 define the CI workloads for the
initial creation of a group in the deployment and operational
phase. Furthermore, Definition 5 and 6 give CI’s workloads for
the subsequent member addition/removal in the deployment
and operational phases.

Definition 3. WPCI,creation,deployment(N,S,A,U): The CI
creates a group with S members having the same access

policy A from the attribute universe U by computing the

corresponding S secret keys N times in a row.

Definition 4. WPCI,creation,operational(N,S,A,U): The CI
creates a group with S members having the same access

policy A from the attribute universe U by computing the

corresponding public key N times in a row.

Definition 5. WPCI,addition/revocation,operational(N,S,A,U):
The CI adds/revoked a group member with access policy

A from the attribute universe U to/from a group with S
members having the same access policy A from the attribute

universe U by updating the corresponding public key N times

in a row.

Definition 6. WPCI,addition/revocation,deployment(N,S,A,U):
The CI adds/revoked a member with access policy A from

the attribute universe U to a group with S members having

the same access policy A from the attribute universe U by

updating/calculating the corresponding secret keys N times

in a row.

C. Measurement Testbed

Since (i) IoT scenarios typically consist of many devices
communicating in a group, (ii) IoT devices are typically
resource-constrained resulting in the need to benchmark ABE
schemes on such devices as well, and (3) we want to be
compatible with the benchmark for n-to-n encryption [6], we
adopt the IoT measurement environment from [6].

The measurement setup from [6] comprises an ESP32, a 32-
bit microcontroller, to implement a group member. To measure
the power consumption of the ESP32, we recommend the
use of a Yokogawa WT310 power meter [6] because of
its accuracy in the appropriate measurement range ±(0.1%
of reading + 0.0006 watts) [20] which fits IoT devices. The
recommended CI in [6] is a commercially available laptop,
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more specifically the Lenovo B50-50 80S2004AGE with an
Intel® Core™ i3-5005U 2x 2.00 GHz, Intel® HD Graphics
5500 shared memory, 4 GB RAM and 500 GB HDD running
Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS, which we also use.

D. Metrics

Since the metrics from [6] for n-to-n encryption schemes
also apply to 1-to-n encryption schemes, we adopt them and
thus are also compatible with [6]. We adopt the metrics stor-
age requirements, computation times, and energy efficiency
and present them briefly in the following.

Storage Requirements: The average memory required for
keys to be stored permanently or data to be stored temporarily
for updating keys or decrypting messages.

Computation Times: The computation time t̄A for an action
A is the average time required to execute action A n times
in a row, see Equation 1. The accuracy of t̄A is �t̄A from
Equation 2, in which �tA,i stands for the accuracy of the
measured time required to perform the i-th action A.

t̄A =
1

n

nX

i=1

tA,i (1) �t̄A =
1

n

vuut
nX

i=1

�t2A,i (2)

Energy Efficiency: The energy efficiency E is the through-
put TA to power consumption W ratio from Equation 3.
Equation 4 defines The accuracy of E as �E in.

E =
Throughput

Power Consumption
=

TA

W
(3)

�E =

r
�T 2

A

W 2
+

T 2
A ⇤�W 2

W 4
(4)

For the calculation of the energy efficiency we require the
parameters average power consumption W , its accuracy �W ,
the throughput TA for an action A and its accuracy �TA.
Equations 6 and 7 give the corresponding formulas. Thereby,
�Wi is the accuracy of the measured power consumption
during the i-th second. TA from Equation 7 is the weighted
number of performed actions A during a period tp. Thereby
the parameter WA in Equation 7 computes as follows: WA is
the number of decrypted or encrypted bits for decryption and
encryption actions. For all other actions, we set WA to the
value 1. Equation 8 gives the accuracy of TA as �TA.

W =
1

n

nX

i=1

Wi (5)

�W =
1

n

vuut
nX

i=1

(0.1% ⇤Wi + 0.0006 ⇤W )2 (6)

TA =
WA ⇤ |A|

tp
(7) �TA =

WA ⇤ |A| ⇤�tp
t2p

(8)

We augment the metrics of the benchmark for n-to-n en-
cryption from [6] with the aspect of how many groups the

CI can create using the information distributed in Deployment
Phase. We denote these metrics as Parallel group amount, and
the value range of this metric consists of the natural numbers.

IV. BENCHMARKING OF ABE SCHEMES USED FOR 1-TO-N
ENCRYPTION

To analyze the suitability of our ABE benchmark, we apply
it to the three exemplary selected ABE schemes [19], [18]
and [17]. Due to space limitations, we cannot discuss all
aspects of our ABE benchmark and, therefore, focus on the
analysis of features, requirements, computation times, memory
requirements, and the number of parallel groups. Regarding
group management operations, we focus on group creation
and group message encryption and decryption. We begin by
analyzing the features and requirements of the ABE schemes
under consideration, followed by a performance analysis from
(i) the group member’s perspective and (ii) the CI’s perspec-
tive. A discussion of the comparison of the three considered
ABE schemes concludes this section.

A. Feature and Requirement Analysis

Table Ia lists the requirements of the various group manage-
ment operations of the considered ABE schemes. Based on this
table, the following conclusions result: 1) the schemes have
the same requirements regarding group creation and adding
members, and 2) only the scheme [18] has requirements for
removing members, since only the scheme in [18] supports
this operation. Table IIa lists the features of the considered
schemes and shows that all schemes have the same features
except for accountability. Schemes [19] and [17] provide user
accountability, while scheme [18] does not.

B. Group Member Performance

Figure 2 presents the duration required by a group member
to decrypt a message from the CI. Thereby the message
consists of 128 bytes since most messages in the IoT are small
and often comprise less than 40 bytes [22]. The power of the
attribute universe has been varied from one attribute to 50
attributes, and there are always as many group members as
attributes. Our used exemplary access policy is a connection
of all attributes using the logical AND operator. Figure 2
allows the following statements about the considered schemes
and measurement range, 1) all schemes increase linearly with
the number of attributes of the universe and 2) the schemes
rank ascending bei their computation times as follows: [19],
[17], [18]. And 3) that ABE schemes can be used on IoT
devices with complex access policies. However, conventional
methods are significantly faster if you consider that a message
encrypted using AES256 takes the ESP only a few hundred
milliseconds to decrypt, whereas ABE schemes need more
than 50 seconds for a universe with 50 attributes. In order
for group members to decrypt messages at all, they must
permanently store a secret key and temporarily store a cipher
text. The memory required for this is shown in Figure 3
and 4 respectively, where Figure 3 illustrates the memory
requirement for the secret keys and Figure 4 illustrates the
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TABLE I: Requirements of the group management operations of the ABE schemes [19], [18] and [17] and the n-to-n group
encryption schemes BASE, Nishat, Boneh+Fat Client and Boneh+Thin Client.

[19] [18] [17]

Topology Confi-
dential Topology Confi-

dential Topology Confi-
dential

uni-
cast

broad-
cast yes no uni-

cast
broad-

cast yes no uni-
cast

broad-
cast yes no

Group
Creation

Deployment 3 3 3 3 3 3
Operational 3 3 3 3 3 3

Member revocation n.d n.d n.d n.d 3 3 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
Member
Addition

old 3 3 3 3 3 3
new 3 3 3 3 3 3

(a) Requirements of ABE schemes [19], [18], [17]. (If a schema does not support a group management operation, we mark the respective
requirements with ”not defined” or abbreviated n.d.)

BASE [12] Nishat [21] Boneh+Fat Client Boneh+Thin Client

Topology Confi-
dential Topology Confi-

dential Topology Confi-
dential Topology Confi-

dential
uni-
cast

broad-
cast yes no uni-

cast
broad-

cast yes no uni-
cast

broad-
cast yes no uni-

cast
broad-

cast yes no
Group

Creation
Deployment 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Operational 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Member revocation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Member
Addition

old 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
new 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
(b) Requirements of the n-to-n group encryption schemes BASE, Nishat, Boneh+Fat Client and Boneh+Thin Client.

TABLE II: Features of pre- and post-quantum group encryp-
tion schemes.

Features
Schemes [19] [18] [17]

unlimited group size
depending on
universe size

depending on
universe size

depending on
universe size

backward secrecy 3 3 3
forward secrecy 3 3 3
anonymity 7 7 7
accountability user 7 user

(a) Features of ABE schemes [19], [18] and [17]

Features
Schemes Base

[12]
Nishat

[21]
Boneh

Thin Client Fat Client
unlimited group size 3 7 3 7
backward secrecy 3 3 3 3
forward secrecy 3 3 3 3
anonymity 3 3 3 3
accountability 7 7 7 7

(b) Features of n-to-n group encryption schemes BASE,
Nishat, Boneh+Fat Client and Boneh+Thin Client

0 10 20 30 40 50
0
50

100
150

Access structure attribute amount

[s
] [18] [17]

[19]

Fig. 2: Message from the CI decryption time for different sized
attribute universes of the ABE schemes [19], [18] and [17]

memory requirement for the cipher text. On the basis of these
two figures, the following statements can be made for the used
measurement range and ABE schemes under consideration:

0 10 20 30 40 50
0

200
400

Amount of attributes in the Universum

[k
bi

t] [18] [17]
[19]

Fig. 3: Size of the secret keys of the ABE schemes [19], [18]
and [17] for diffrent sized attribute universes

0 10 20 30 40 50
0

200
400

Amount of attributes in the Universum

[k
bi

t] [18] [17]
[19]

Fig. 4: Cipher text key sizes of the ABE schemes [19], [18]
and [17] for different sized attribute universes

1) both the secret keys and the cipher texts increase linearly
with the size of the universe, and 2) the methods can be
arranged in ascending order with respect to both the size of the
secret keys and cipher text sizes as follows: [18], [17], [19].

C. CI Performance

The CI must first compute the corresponding secret keys
for all group members for the CI to send encrypted messages
to all group members, In addition, the CI must compute a
public key for itself that he uses to encrypt messages for the
group members so that they can decrypt the message using
their secret keys. Figure 5 shows the required time for the
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key computation in the deployment and operational phase1.
Figure 5 allows for the considered schemes and measurement
range the statements that 1) the time for the deployment
and operational phase increases linearly with the size of the
universe and that 2) the schemes can be listed in ascending
order by their computation times as follows: [18], [17], [19].

0 10 20 30 40 50
0
5
10
15

Access structure attribute amount

[s
] [18] [17]

[19]

Fig. 5: Time needed by the ABE schemes [19], [18] and [17]
for the Deployment and Operational Phase for different access
structures

Figure 6 illustrates the time required by the CI to encrypt
a message using the public key generated in the operational
phase. Also, for encrypting messages it is true that 1) the
required time increases with the size of the universe and 2) that
the schemes can be unambiguously ordered with respect to the
required time as follows: [18], [17], [19].

As a last metric, we consider the amount of parallel groups
the CI can create using the keys created in the deployment
phase. For an attribute universe U , the CI can generate 2|U |,
2|2U |, or 2|2U | groups, respectively, if it uses the scheme [19],
[18], and [17], respectively.

D. Interpretation of the Results

Our evaluations show that none of the ABE schemes per-
forms best everywhere in the measurement range considered.
The scheme [18] is always the fastest in terms of computation
times, apart from when decrypting messages, and allows for
the most parallel groups. However, it has the highest memory
requirements and does not offer the feature accountability. But
[18] is also the only scheme that supports removing group
members. The following statements can be made about the two
schemes [19] and [17] that provide accountability, but can’t
remove group members: (1) with respect to storage require-
ments, encryption, deployment, and operational times, [17]
performs better than [19], (2) with regard to decryption times
and the number of possible parallel groups, [19] outperforms
[17].

1Note: (1) For space reasons we evaluate the deployment and operational
phase together and not separately. (2) Again we assume that there are as many
users as attributes.

0 10 20 30 40 50
0

0.1
0.2

Access structure attribute amount

[s
] [18] [17]

[19]

Fig. 6: Required time of the CI for encrypting a message to
the group members for ABE schemes [19], [18] and [17] for
different sized attribute universes.

V. ABE BENCHMARK FOR N-TO-N ENCRYPTION SCHEMES

After presenting and applying our benchmark for ABE
schemes as 1-to-n encryption schemes, we extend this bench-
mark for ABE schemes used as n-to-n encryption schemes.
For the ABE benchmark for n-to-n encryption schemes, we
extended the ABE schemes originally developed for 1-to-n
encryption to n-to-n encryption according to Section II.A.
Based on this assumption, our benchmark for ABE schemes
used for n-to-n encryption is mostly equivalent to our ABE
benchmark for 1-to-n encryption. The only differences are
in the workload definitions, both in terms of communication
among group members and group management operations. We
explain them in the following.

The new workloads with regard to group communication
correspond to our previous Definitions 1 and 2, except that
encryption and decryption are now each performed with
the symmetric group key. Regarding the group management
workloads, the workloads change in the operational phase, see
Definitions 4 and 5. They change in that the CI additionally
encrypts a newly generated symmetric key N times using the
new generated public key. Furthermore, there is an additional
workload for the group members, since they do not just have to
store keys. They now have to decrypt the symmetric key, which
they need to communicate with the other group members, in
the operational phase after it has been encrypted by the CI,
using their secret key. This corresponds to the workload from
Definition 1, where B is the length of the symmetric key in
this case.

VI. COMPARISON OF ABE SCHEMES WITH GROUP
ENCRYPTION SCHEMES

In this section, we compare the considered ABE from
Section IV with group encryption schemes, using the ex-
tended ABE benchmark from Section V. As group encryption
schemes we use the three schemes BASE, Boneh, and
Nishat which we also used in the n-to-n group encryption
scheme benchmark [6]. For Boneh, the work in [6] considers
two different implementation options, which distributes the
main computational burden to either the CI or the group
members. We designate the first variant as Boneh+Thin Client
and the second as Boneh+Fat Client.

Due to space limitations, we can again not discuss all
aspects of our extended benchmark. Therefore, we focus on the
creation of groups and the analysis of features, requirements,
computation times, memory requirements and the number of
parallel groups from a group member’s perspective.

A. Feature and Requirement Analysis

Tables Ia and Ib list the group encryption and ABE scheme
requirements. These two tables show that ABE schemes have
lower requirements regarding their environment. Thus, broad-
cast is sufficient for all ABE schemes considered, while only
Nishat and Boneh+Fat Client can manage with broadcast and
both Boneh+Thin Client and Base require unicast. However, all
considered group encryption schemes support the removal of
members, while [18] is the only ABE scheme to support it.
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Tables IIa and IIb list the features of the ABE and group
encryption schemes. The tables show that none of the group
encryption schemes provides the accountability feature, but
all ABE schemes do so. On the other hand, the two group
encryption schemes Nishat and Boneh+Fat Client allow group
members to join groups of arbitrary size, which is not the case
with the ABE schemes. In the considered ABE scheme, joining
a group is independent of the number of group members
but depends on the number of attributes in the universe.
In addition, all group encryption schemes provide feature
anonymity.

B. Group Member Performance

A group member must first compute the symmetric group
key from the CI’s message to join a group. Figures 2 and 7
show the times required by ABE and group encryption
schemes. Please note that for the ABE schemes, the calculation
of the group key consists of decrypting a message from
the CI. Comparing these two figures leads to a remarkable
conclusion. The group key calculation time of ABE schemes
is independent of the group size and depends only on the
size of the universe and the used access policy. Considering
a universe of size 1 and an access policy that presupposes
this one attribute, the ABE schemes under consideration take
around 1.5 seconds to compute the group key. Almost in the
same order of magnitude as the group encryption schemes. On
the group encryption scheme side, only the schemes BASE
and BonehThin Client provide this independence from the group
size. The calculation times of Nishat and BonehFat Client
increase linearly with group size, albeit very slowly. However,
the schemes BASE and BonehThin Client provide this property
by requiring their CI to send individualized messages to their
group members, which prevents them from using broadcast
efficiently. The ABE schemes, on the other hand, can all
use broadcast. Thus, ABE schemes are the only way to have
group key calculation times independent of the group size and
at the same time be able to use broadcast efficiently. This
combination is especially interesting for IoT use cases, since
IoT communication typically relies on broadcast protocols like
MQTT. Another advantage of ABE schemes is that they not
only allow the CI to create multiple groups using the keys
distributed in the deployment phase, but also allow group
members to be in more than one group using these keys.

A similar picture emerges for the permanently required
memory with regard to the secret keys. Figures 3 and 8
show the storage requirements for ABE and group encryption
schemes. Again, for ABE schemes, the memory requirement
depends only on the size of the universe, but not on the
group size, as it is the case with group encryption schemes.
On the group encryption scheme side, only the Nishat and
Base schemes have costs independent of the group size, while
the memory requirements of the schemes BonehThin Client and
BonehFat Client increase linearly with the group size. Consider-
ing again a universe of 1, the memory requirement of the ABE
schemes is less than 10 kBit, which is in the same order of
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Fig. 7: Time needed by group members to calculate the group
key during group creation for group encryption schemes [21],
[12] and Boneh+ for different group sizes
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Fig. 8: Size of the secret keys of the group encryption schemes
[21], [12] and Boneh+ for diffrent sized attribute universes
(Note: Only Boneh+Thin Client can be seen in the graphic, as
this covers Boneh+Fat Client)

magnitude as for the group encryption schemes Nishat and
Base.

VII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present related work and highlight the
innovations of our contributions. Related work can be divided
into the following two groups: (1) theoretical comparisons and
(2) practical comparisons. In the following, we first present the
theoretical and then the practical performance comparisons.

Theoretical comparisons of ABE schemes take place in
corresponding surveys [8], [10], [23] evaluating performance
using the Landau notation. These estimations give first perfor-
mance reference points for developers. However, they make no
precise statements about, e.g., necessary computation times or
the memory requirement.

In [24], the authors compared the practical performance in
terms of storage space requirements, energy efficiency, and the
computation times of the encryption and decryption process
and key generation. For the performance measurements, they
considered different attribute universes sizes. We, on the other
hand, determine the performance for our metrics not only for
different sized attribute universes but also for different access
policies. Furthermore, we introduced the metric Parallel Group
Amount and considered — besides pure performance — also
the features and requirements of the ABE Schemes. However,
our biggest novelty is that we make ABE schemes and n-to-n
schemes comparable.

The authors of [25] consider the practical performance of
ABE schemes in terms of the memory requirements of the ci-
pher text and the time required for encryption depending on the
attribute universe’s size. We additionally consider the memory
requirements for the corresponding keys, and the computation
times for decrypting and generating the keys. Furthermore,
we consider not only different sized attribute universes but
also different access policies and introduce the metric Parallel

Group Amount. We also consider the features and requirements
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of ABE schemes, and establish comparability of ABE schemes
and n-to-n group encryption schemes ciphers.

In [26], the authors consider the computation times and
energy efficiencies of the encryption and decryption process of
ABE schemes for different attribute universe sizes in practice.
We additionally consider different access policies and also take
the memory requirements for chip texts and keys into account.
Additionally, [26] misses the comparison of ABE schemes to
n-to-n group encryption schemes which is a part of this paper.

The authors of [27] consider the practical performance of
ABE schemes regarding computation times and cipher text size
for a fixed-sized attribute universe and fixed access policy. We,
on the other hand, also consider the encryption process and the
key generation. Furthermore, we consider different attributes
and access policies.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a benchmark for group encryp-
tion schemes for attribute-based encryption schemes (ABE),
especially focusing on the workload definition, measurement
setup, metrics, requirements, and required features. Addi-
tionally, we describe how to include n-to-n encryption. We
applied the benchmark to compare attribute-based encryption
schemes among and with n-to-n group encryption schemes to
show the applicability of the benchmark. Our results indicate
that our benchmarks enable the comparison between different
categories and help to identify the best working scheme. E.g.,
ABE n-to-n encryption schemes can offer constant calculation
times for group creation and efficient broadcast usage, while
none of the original schemes provides this combination.

As future work, we plan to extend our benchmark and
measure further aspects, such as energy efficiency or more
complicated access policies. In addition, we want to evaluate
other ABE schemes, consider different network situations
using the tools [28] and [29] and generalize the results to
other domains besides IoT systems. Further, as the benchmark
showed that there is no scheme superior in all situation,
we plan to integrate situation-awareness. Such a situation-
aware mechanism can switch the encryption scheme based on
the current system situation based on self-learning decision-
making, e.g., following a self-aware computing systems ap-
proach [30].
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